TRIUMPH
HSE II

ANNUAL INTENSIVE TEST SERIES
COMPUTER APPLICATION (COMMERCE) Time : 1 hour

UNIT I - A – answer key

Score : 25

Answer all questions from 1 to 6. Each question carries 1 score (6X1 =6)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

c) cstdio
c) 0
1
b) <STRONG>
A*A-2*A*B+B*B
Insert an image to webpage

Answer any 4 questions from 7 to 11. Each question carries 2 score(4X2 = 8)
Definition (1 score) example (1 score)
8. explain the differences.
9. counter =1;
while(counter<=10)
{
cout<<counter;
counter++;
}
10. <IMG>
Src
<A>
Href
<HTML>
Dir
<HR>
size

7.

11.

Give explanation with examples

Answer any 2 questions 12 to 14. Each question carries 3 score(2X3= 6)
any three differences ( 1 score each)
13. any three string functions with examples ( 1 score each)
14. any three tags with examples ( 1 score each)
12.

Answer any 1 question from 15 to 16. Question carry 5 score (1X5 = 5 )
program structure (1 score), variable declaration ( 1 score), array
declaration (1 score), correct logic (2 score)
16. explain any five points
15.
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Answer all questions from 1 to 6. Each question carries 1 score (6X1 =6)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

c) cstdio
c) 0
1
b) <STRONG>
A*A-2*A*B+B*B
Insert an image to webpage

Answer any 4 questions from 7 to 11. Each question carries 2 score(4X2 = 8)
Definition (1 score) example (1 score)
8. explain the differences.
9. counter =1;
while(counter<=10)
{
cout<<counter;
counter++;
}
10. <IMG>
Src
<A>
Href
<HTML>
Dir
<HR>
size

7.

11.

Give explanation with examples

Answer any 2 questions 12 to 14. Each question carries 3 score(2X3= 6)
any three differences ( 1 score each)
13. any three string functions with examples ( 1 score each)
14. any three tags with examples ( 1 score each)
12.

Answer any 1 question from 15 to 16. Question carry 5 score (1X5 = 5 )
program structure (1 score), variable declaration ( 1 score), array
declaration (1 score), correct logic (2 score)
16. explain any five points
15.
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Score : 25

Answer all questions from 1 to 6. Each question carries 1 score (6X1 =6)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

a) do – while
unconditional jumping
true or false (1 or 0)
c) <SMALL>
a) <<
cmath or math.h

Answer any 4 questions from 7 to 11. Each question carries 2 score(4X2 = 8)
7.
8.
9.

initialization(1 score) example (1 score)
any two attributes with explanation
for( a = 1; a<=100; a = a + 2)
cout<<a;

explain any two methods with examples
11. Give explanation with syntax (1 score) and example. (1 score)

10.

Answer any 2 questions 12 to 14. Each question carries 3 score(2X3= 6)
any three points from client side and any three points from server side (
half score each)
13. any three functions with examples ( 1 score each)
14. compare or explain three attributes ( 1 score each)
12.

Answer any 1 question from 15 to 16. Question carry 5 score (1X5 = 5 )
program structure (1 score), variable declaration ( 1 score), array
declaration (1 score), correct logic (2 score)
16. explain any five points
15.
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Answer all questions from 1 to 6. Each question carries 1 score (6X1 =6)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

a) do – while
unconditional jumping
true or false (1 or 0)
c) <SMALL>
a) <<
cmath or math.h

Answer any 4 questions from 7 to 11. Each question carries 2 score(4X2 = 8)
7.
8.
9.

initialization(1 score) example (1 score)
any two attributes with explanation
for( a = 1; a<=100; a = a + 2)
cout<<a;

explain any two methods with examples
11. Give explanation with syntax (1 score) and example. (1 score)

10.

Answer any 2 questions 12 to 14. Each question carries 3 score(2X3= 6)
any three points from client side and any three points from server side (
half score each)
13. any three functions with examples ( 1 score each)
14. compare or explain three attributes ( 1 score each)
12.

Answer any 1 question from 15 to 16. Question carry 5 score (1X5 = 5 )
program structure (1 score), variable declaration ( 1 score), array
declaration (1 score), correct logic (2 score)
16. explain any five points
15.
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UNIT II - B answer key

Score : 25

Answer all questions from 1 to 6. Each carries 1 score (6X1 =6 score)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

d) <TH>
DESCRIBE or DESC
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure
d) radio button
false
cardinality

Answer any 4 questions from 7 to 11. Each carries 2 scores

(4X2 = 8 score)

explain the Differences
8. explanation or definition of primary key
9. Explanation and example
10. Explain with example.
11. Any two from shared hosting, dedicated hosting, virtual private server
7.

Answer any 2 questions from 12 to 14. Each carries 3 score (2X3= 6 score)
Explanation with examples
13.
Give the meaning of data independence.
14. Explain any three from SUM, AVG, MIN, MAX and COUNT.
12.

Answer any 1 question from 15 to 16. carry 5 score

(1X5 = 5 score)

explain any five advantages of databases.
16. a) Create a table EMPLOYEE with the following fields
Empno
integer
Name
character(25)
designation
character(30)
Salary
decimal(5,2)
15.

2
a)

b)

c)

insert data to all fields ( at least three records)
1
Display name and designation of employees with salary greater than
5000
1
Display the average salary of employees
1

